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An Efficient Complex Event Detection Algorithm based on NFA_HTS 
for Massive RFID Event Stream

Jianhua Wang†,*, Jun Liu**, Yubin Lan* and Lianglun Cheng***

Abstract – Massive event stream brings us great challenges in its volume, velocity, variety, value and 
veracity. Picking up some valuable information from it often faces with long detection time, high 
memory consumption and low detection efficiency. Aiming to solve the problems above, an efficient 
complex event detection method based on NFA_HTS (Nondeterministic Finite Automaton_Hash 
Table Structure) is proposed in this paper. The achievement of this paper lies that we successfully use 
NFA_HTS to realize the detection of complex event from massive RFID event stream. Specially, in 
our scheme, after using NFA to capture the related RFID primitive events, we use HTS to store and 
process the large matched results, as a result, our scheme can effectively solve the problems above 
existed in current methods by reducing lots of search, storage and computation operations on the basis 
of taking advantage of the quick classification and storage technologies of hash table structure. The 
simulation results show that our proposed NFA_HTS scheme in this paper outperforms some general 
processing methods in reducing detection time, lowering memory consumption and improving event 
throughput.
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1. Introduction

RFID (Radio frequency identification) technology is 
non-contact automatic identification technology, which 
mainly uses radio frequency communications to achieve a 
event acquisition. And with its rapid development, RFID
technology are gaining adoption on an increasing scale in
many fields, ranging from RFID tracking for supply chain 
management [1,2] to industrial manufacturing monitoring
[3,4]. The wide usage of RFID devices generates massive 
RFID event streams. Since the massive RFID event streams
have the following characteristics: large volume, big velocity, 
many varieties, small value, and high veracity, etc, that make 
it difficult to quickly find out some valuable information
from them, thus affecting its extensive application. So 
how to quickly obtain a valuable information from
massive RFID event stream become a very important 
challenge when processing the massive event stream.

Since CED (Complex Event Detection) [5] technology 
can quickly pick up some valuable information from 
massive RFID event stream above by taking advantage of
the correlation between event attributes, matching rules and 

algebraic operations, therefore, it gets an increasing 
application in massive event streams processing recently 
and has become an important issue in our current research.

In recent, many research works have been carried out 
for CED. In the detection systems aspects, some general
complex event detection systems, such as Cayuga [6], 
Esper [7], Estream [8], PQS [9], have been developed to 
provide the basic detection functions for CED. In the 
detection methods aspects, four general complex event 
detection methods, for example, complex event detection 
method based on petri-net [10], complex event detection 
method based on diagram [11], complex event detection 
method based on tree [12], complex event detection method
based on finite automaton [13], etc, and some of their 
improved algorithms, such as complex event detection 
method based on timed petri-net [14], complex event 
detection method based on optimized directed graph [15], 
complex event detection method based on compressed 
composition tree [16], complex event detection method 
based on pushdown automata [17], and so on, have been 
developed to detect a complex event from event streams. 
But since these general detection systems or methods 
need to execute many redundant search, storage and 
computation operations when detecting a complex event, 
thus leading to their long detection time, high memory 
consumption and low event throughput. 

Aiming to solve the problems above, an efficient 
complex event detection algorithm based on NFA_HTS is 
proposed in this paper. The achievement of this paper lies
that we successfully use NFA_HTS to realize the detection 
of a complex event from massive RFID event streams,
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which can effectively solve the problems above. Specially, 
in our scheme, after using NFA to capture the related 
primitive events, we use HTS to store and process the large 
matched results, as a result, our scheme can effectively 
reduce lots of redundant search, storage and computation 
operations by using the quick classification and storage 
technologies of hash table. The simulation results show 
that our proposed scheme based on NFA_HTS in this paper 
outperforms some current general methods in reducing 
detection time, lowering memory consumption and 
improving event throughput.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 
2, the related works of complex event detection are
introduced. Our proposed complex event detection method 
is presented in section 3. The experimental results and 
analysis with our proposed scheme are shown in section 4.
In section 5, we give our conclusions.

2. Related Works

In recent years, a lot of related research works have been
developed for the detection of complex event. In the 
detection systems aspects, Cornell University developed 
a Cayuge system [6], which mainly used customized 
automatic machine to realize the detection of a complex 
event from a event stream. Esper Tech company developed 
an Esper system [7], which mainly used event match 
rules, event listeners technology, event type inheritance 
and polymorphism technology, dynamical property settings
technology, and so on, to realize the detection of a complex 
event from an event stream. The Arlington of Texas 
University developed an ESstream system [8], which 
mainly took advantage of integrated successive events 
interrogator and predefined rules to realize the detection 
of a complex event from event streams. Dartmout
University developed a PQS system [9], which mainly 
used nondeterministic finite automaton, invisible markov 
processing method, and so on, to realize the detection of 
a complex event from a event stream. The Berkeley of
California University developed a SASE system [18], 
which mainly used nondeterministic finite automaton and 
active instance stack to realize the detection of a complex 
event from real-time RFID event stream. 

In the detection methods aspects, four general detection
methods of complex event, for example, wang et al. [10] 
presented a complex event detection method based on 
petri-net. Bai et al. [11] proposed a complex event 
detection method based on graph. Sun et al. [12] suggested
a complex event detection method based on tree. Mei et al. 
[13] proposed a complex event detection method based on 
finite automaton, and some of their optimized algorithms, 
for example, Jin et al. [14] proposed a complex event 
detection method based on timed petri-nets. Wang et al. 
[15] presented a complex event detection method based on 
optimized directed graph. Li et al. [16] proposed a complex 

event detection method based on condensed composition 
tree. Cao et al. [17] proposed a complex event detection 
method based on pushdown automata structure, and so on, 
have been developed to detect a complex event from event 
stream. Eugene et al. [18] presented a high-performance 
complex event detection method based on NFA_AIS for 
real-time RFID event stream. Zhang et al. [19] developed a 
complex event based on improved matching tree structure
for distributed uncertain stream. Bok et al. [20] proposed a 
complex event detection scheme based on minimum 
conditions for distributed event streams. Wang et al [21] 
developed a complex event detection method based on 
multile DAG for multi-probability RFID event stream. 
Peng et al[22] proposed a scalable event detection method 
based on NFA state for high speed event stream. Wang et
al. proposed a complex event detection method based on
probabilistic NFA and AIS to detect a complex event 
from single distributed probabilistic event streams in the 
work [23]. Peng et al. proposed a complex event 
detection scheme based on event selectivity to detect a 
complex event from live archived event streams in the 
paper [24]. Moon et al. developed a RFID business aware 
framework based on business rules to extend RFID 
events in the paper [25]. Wang et al. proposed a complex 
event detection algorithm based on RCEDA for RFID
event stream in this work [26]. Liu et al proposed a 
complex event detection engine called DSMS to handle the 
volume RFID event stream in the paper [27]. In this 
paper[28], a new parallelization model and three parallel 
processing strategies are proposed for distributed complex 
event processing systems to address the difficulties of 
implementing parallel processing. In this paper[29], a 
distributed query-plan of complex event processing
structure and algorithm based on directed acyclic graph 
are developed to solve the problem of a single complex 
event or a small quantity of events. In this paper[30], an 
intelligent complex event processing method with D 
numbers under fuzzy environment is proposed to address 
the issues of intrinsic uncertainty in pattern rules. In this 
paper [31], a novel complex event detection based on joint 
max margin and semantic is presented to address the 
limitations of semantic and temporal features.

Besides, some research works have also been developed 
for RFID network or networked control system aspects. In 
order to improve network traffic prediction accuracy, a
network traffic hybrid prediction model optimized based 
on improved harmony search algorithm is proposed in this 
paper [32]. In order to improve the compensation effect of 
implicit generalized predictive controller, a time-delay 
compensation method for networked control system 
based on time-delay prediction and implicit PIGPC is 
proposed in this paper [33]. In order to solve the problem
that the random time delay in a networked control system 
can usually deteriorate the control performance and 
stability of system, a networked control system random 
time-delay compensation method based on time-delay 
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prediction and improved implicit generalized predictive 
control is put forward in this paper[34]. In order to solve 
this problem that stochastic delay in a network can affect 
its performance, or make the system unstable, a network 
teleoperation robot system control based on fuzzy sliding 
mode is proposed in this paper [35].

However, all of detection methods above need to execute 
a lot of unnecessary search, storage and computation
operations when detecting a complex event, thus leading 
to their long detection time, high memory consumption and 
low event throughput. Aiming to solve the problems 
above, an efficient complex event detection method based 
on NFA_HTS (Nondeterministic Finite Automaton_Hash 
Table Structure) are presented in this paper under the basis 
of the analyzing and studying the current detection 
methods above. In our scheme, we mainly take advantage 
of the quick classification and storage technologies of 
hash table to reduce many redundant search, storage and 
computation operations, and then reduce their long
detection time, high memory consumption and improve 
their low event throughput.

3. Related Works

In this section, an efficient complex event detection 
algorithm based on NFA_HTS is proposed to solve the 
problems above.

3.1. Motivation resource

Since the existing methods need to execute a lot of 
repeatable search, storage and computation operations
when detecting a complex event from massive RFID event 
stream, thus leading to their long detection time, high 
memory consumption and low event throughput. In order 
to solve the problems above, we use a hash table structure 
to store and process the large intermediate matched results 
by taking advantage of its quick classification and storage 
technologies under the basis of the analyzing and studying 
current detection methods after capturing the related 
primitive event by using NFA from massive RFID event 
stream. In order to rapidly output the detection results, hash 
table search technology is used to output the desired results 
instead of depth first search algorithm in our scheme.

3.2. Working principle

The basic working principle of NFA_HTS algorithm in 
this paper is that, after using NFA to match the related 
primitive events from massive RFID event stream, we 
use hash table structure to store and process the large 
intermediate matched results, which can reduce lots of 
search, storage and computation operations existed in
current methods by taking advantage of the quick 
classification and storage technologies of hash table 

structure, thus reducing detection time, saving memory 
consumption and improving event throughput for current
methods. Fig. 1 is the composition structure of our 
suggested method.

From Fig. 1, we can see clearly that our suggested 
NFA-HTS algorithm mainly includes the following four
part contents: Read RFID event, NFA match, HTS store
and result output. Where, read RFID event mainly takes the 
reading operations for primitive events from massive RFID 
event streams. NFA match mainly executes the capturing 
operations for related primitive events from the read RFID 
primitive events. HTS store mainly takes the storage 
operations for matched RFID primitive events by using 
hash table structure. Result output mainly executes the 
output operations for desired complex event sequences by 
using hash table search technology instead of the depth 
first search technology in current. Fig. 2 is the detailed 
detection process for our proposed NFA-HTS algorithm.

In Fig. 2, the capital letters (e.g., E) represent for event 
types. The lower-case letters (e.g., a) stand for event 
instances. For example, af represents event instance of 
RFID event type Ea with attributes f; af,, bf, cf represent 
RFID primitive event instance of event type Ea, Eb, Ec with 
the same associated attributes. The RFID event mainly 
offers the RFID event resource. It consists of series of 
various event instances. The timestamp refers to the
received timestamp of RFID primitive event.

The NFA is mainly used to capture the related RFID 
event. Its construction processing mainly includes the 
following two parts: initialization and construct NFA 
model. Where Initialization mainly makes some necessary 
preparations before the program starts to run. Construct 
NFA model primarily establishes corresponding NFA 
models through given complex event pattern expressions, 
and realizes its construction function of NFA model for 
RFID event. The ①, ②, ③ … stand for automata states.

In our proposed scheme, hash table mapping function 
mainly realizes the mapping function for mapping the same 
associated attributes of RFID primitive event into hash 
table address through some predefined rules. As the related 
RFID primitive events in pattern expression of complex 
event have the same associated attributes, for example, af, 
bf, cf, we can mappings af, bf, cf event instance into the 
same hash table address through some predefined rules.

The C in main node represents the counter, which is used 
to calculate the number of related RFID primitive event in 
main node. In our proposed scheme, we need to execute 
the output operation only if when the C value of main node 
in main chain is equal to the length value of INFA. The tmin 

represents the minimum time of RFID primitive event in 
child chain. In our scheme, we can output complex event 
by hash table search technology when the timestamp of the 

Fig.1. Composition structure of our suggested algorithm
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current RFID primitive event-the minimum timestamp tmin

of main node in main chain < Time Window. The designed 
main node consists of event type E, counter C, minimum 
timestamp tmin and pointers. The child node includes event 
instance, timestamp of event instance and pointers.

In our scheme, after using NFA(Nondeterministic Finite 
Automaton) to capture the related primitive events from 
RFID event stream, we utilize HTS(Hash Table Structure) 
to store and process the large intermediate matched result, 
at last we use hash table searching technology to output the 
complex event sequences. RFID event mapping, RFID 
event search, RFID event insertion, RFID event storage 
and RFID event delete and RFID event output technologies 
are used to reduce many searching, inserting, sorting, 
comparing, outputting operations, thus improving its 
processing performance. We realize the quick classification 
operations of RFID events by comparing the timestamp of 
RFID event on the basis of taking good advantage of hash 
table search and hash table insertion technology in this 
paper.

Note that, in our suggested algorithm, HTS is created at 
the beginning running of detection program and then it is 
used to store and process the lots of events that can trigger 
transitions of NFA at each NFA state. Hash table search is 
used to replace the function of depth first search for the 
construction of complex event sequence when ased to 

output detection result with the search complexity O(logN), 
where N is the number of the states in the NFA.

3.3. Realizing steps

The realizing steps of our proposed NFA-HTS algorithm 
can be summed up the following steps:

Step 1, build the corresponding NFA according to the 
given event detection expression, and calculate its length, 
create and initialize new hash table;

Step 2, read a primitive event from massive RFID event 
streams;

Step 3, judge whether the primitive event is accepted by 
NFA. If yes, jump step 4 to execute; otherwise, skip step 2 
to execute;

Step 4, map the event type of primitive event to 
corresponding hash array by hash mapping function, and 
judge whether it has already existed in the hash array. If no, 
firstly, detection program adds a main node on the 
primitive event in a main chain of the hash array, which 
includes event type, counter C of primitive event and 
minimum time stamp tmin of the primitive event. Secondly, 
detection program adds a child node about the primitive 
event in a child chain, which only includes event type and 
the time stamp of the primitive event. Thirdly, detection 
program updates the value of counter C. If yes, primitive 

Fig. 2. Detection process of NFA-HTS algorithm
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event only adds a child node in child chain with event type 
and the time stamp of primitive event, and update the value 
of counter C. 

Step 5, judge whether the value of counter C in main 
chain is equal to the length value of NFA. If yes, jump step 
6 to execute; Otherwise, skip step 2 to execute.

Step 6, judge the minimum time stamp tmin of main node 
in main chain + Time Window > the time stamp of the 
primitive event. If yes, output complex event by hash table 
search technology. Otherwise, skip step 2 to execute. 

The part pseudo codes of NFA-HTS algorithm is as 
follows.

Part pseudo code of NFA-HTS algorithm

Noting that, in this section, the event type refers to event 
type of this primitive event. The counter C of primitive 
event refers to the calculation function for the total number 
of primitive events in child node. The minimum time stamp 
tmin refers to the recording function for the primitive event
with minimum timestamp in child node.

3.4. Case application 

Take detecting complex event matching expression SEQ 
(A, B, C ) from massive RFID event stream for example, to 
illustrate the detailed realization process of our proposed 
method.

In step 1, build the corresponding NFA according to the
matching expression SEQ (A, B, C), which is shown in fig.
2, and calculate its length for 3, create and initialize a new 
hash table.

In step 2, read primitive event af from massive RFID 

event stream;
In step 3, since the primitive event af can be accepted by

NFA, detection program jumps step 4 to execute; 
In step 4, map the event type Ef of primitive event af to 

corresponding hash array by hash mapping function. Since 
there are no event type Ef in the hash array, detection 
program adds an main node of the primitive event af in the 
main chain of corresponding hash array, which includes
event type Ef of primitive event af, counter C of primitive 
event and minimum time stamp tmin of primitive event af.
Then detection program adds an child node in the child 
chain with event type aaf of primitive event af and time 
stamp ta. At last, detection program adds the value of 
primitive counter C for 1, updates the minimum time stamp 
tmin for ta.

In step 5, as the value of counter C in main node (1) is
not equal to the length value of NFA(3), detection program
jump step 2 to execute. The detection process for primitive 
event bf and cf are the similar way as primitive event af .

In step 6, since the minimum time stamp tmin in main 
node+ time window > the time stamp tc of the primitive 
event cf, detection program searches child chain using hash 
table search technology and output complex event: af bf cf.

The other primitive event in the RFID event stream, 
such as af, ap, and so on, can be detected by the similar 
detection way above.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, in order to verify the effectiveness of our
proposed method above, some experiments are taken for 
the purpose. Our designed experiments mainly include four 
parts: build experimental environment, test detection time,
memory consumption and event throughput in different 
event stream scale respectively. 

4.1. Build experimental environment 

We implemented our simulation experiment on Microsoft
Windows 7 operating systems, AMD A6-3420M 4 core 
CPU Processor, 2G memory, 500G Hard disk. In our 
experiments, we use the Visual C++ 6.0 tool to develop a 
event generator, and then use it to generate different kinds 
of RFID primitive event streams by controlling some 
parameters. The main configured parameters in our 
experiment are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Main setting parameters in our experiment

Setting parameters Parameter value

Number of event types 10

Attributes number of per event 2

Scale of event stream 105

Length of detection sequence 7

Sliding window size 40

Detection expression SEQ(A, B, C, D, E, F, G)
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In our experiments, the comparison indicators used are 
detection time, memory consumption and event throughput 
respectively. The comparison algorithms are three important
algorithms in current: NFA_RSS method [36], NFA_AIS 
method [18] and Zhang' method [37]. Where NFA_RSS 
algorithm mainly uses NFA and RSS(runtime stack 
structure) to achieve the detection of complex events; 
NFA_AIS algorithm mainly uses NFA and AIS(active 
instance stacks) to realize the detection of complex 
events; Zhang' method mainly uses a series of optimized 
algorithms based on nondeterministic automata model to 
reduce its bottlenecks and realize the detection of complex 
events after analyzing its complexity of expensive queries 
of complex event, while our scheme mainly uses NFA
and HTS(Hash Table Structure) to realize the detection of 
complex events. The detailed experimental results are as 
follows. 

4.2. Test detection time

In this subsection, we evaluate the detection time of our 
proposed scheme with other three methods. Fig. 3 is the 
experimental results in different event stream scale.

From Fig. 3, we can see clearly that our algorithm shows 
the least detection time in four methods. Zhang' method
followed. NFA_RSS method costs the most detection time. 
The main reason for that lies that, in our scheme, we use 
hash table structure to process the large intermediate 
matched results after capturing the related primitive event
by NFA from RFID event stream, which can make full use 
of the quick classification and storage technologies of 
hash table to reduce many search, storage and computation
operations, thus saving much detection time. Zhang' method
spends less detection time lies in its use of series of 
optimized algorithms based on nondeterministic automata 
model in its process of complex event. It has the similar 
performance as our scheme when the scale of event stream 
is low, but with the increase of event stream, it generates 
a large amount of runtime intermediate state sequences, 
which needs to wait for further matching computations 
due to its redundant intermediate processing results, 
Therefore consuming more detection time compared with 

our proposed method in high event stream scale. NFA_AIS 
method costs more detect time compared lies in the use 
of previous stack in AIS, which needs many storage and 
search operations for the more recent instances. NFA_RSS
method consumes the most detection time mainly due to 
its lots of creating operations of virtual edges in RSS.

4.3. Test memory consumption

In this subsection, we test the memory consumption for 
our suggested method. The testing experimental result is 
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 reveals that our proposed algorithm has a 
significant improvement in saving memory consumption 
compared with other three methods. Zhang' method
followed. NFA_RSS method shows the largest memory 
consumption. The main reason for them are that, we use 
hash table structure to store and process the large 
intermediate matched result in our method, which can 
reduce many repetitive search, storage and computation
operations for many the same RFID primitive events by 
using hash table structure after capturing the related 
primitive event from RFID event stream, therefore 
saving a lot of memory consumption. In Zhang' method, 
since it uses of series of optimized algorithms based on 
nondeterministic automata model to realize its complex 
event detection, which can generate less runtime 
intermediate state sequences when the scale of event 
stream is low, but with increase of event stream scale, a 
large amount of runtime intermediate state sequences are 
generated, which needs to consume much memory due to 
its redundant intermediate processing results, therefore 
consuming more memory consumption in high event 
stream scale. NFA_AIS algorithm consumes much memory 
consumption lies in the use of previous stack in its 
AIS,which needs to take many storage and search 
operation for more recent instances. NFA_RSS method
costs the most memory consumption due to the creating
operations of many virtual edges in its RSS, thus having 
the poor performance of memory consumption saving.
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4.4. Test event throughput

In this subsection, the event throughputs with four
algorithms are tested. The experimental results are shown 
in the following Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, we can clearly see that that our proposed 
algorithm in this paper shows good event throughput 
processing capability compared with other three algorithms 
in different event stream scale. Zhang' method and 
NFA_AIS method followed. NFA_RSS method presents 
the worst processing performance. The main reasons for 
them are the use of hash table structure in our algorithm. In 
our scheme, we mainly use hash table structure to store and 
process the related events of complex event from RFID 
event stream, which can reduce many search, storage and 
computation operations for many the same RFID events, 
thus improving the event throughput. Zhang' method has a 
better processing capability because of its uses of series of 
optimized algorithms based on nondeterministic automata 
model in its process of complex event. It also presents the 
similar processing performance as our proposed method 
when the scale of event stream is very low, however, with 
the increase of event stream scale, it starts to present
poor performance compared with our suggested method
because a large amount of runtime intermediate sequences
generated cannot be processed in time due to its redundant 
intermediate processing results, therefore leading to low 
event throughput compared with our proposed method in 
high event stream scale. NFA_AIS method shows low
processing performance lies in the use of previous stack in 
its AIS, which needs to take many storage and search 
operations for many more recent instances. NFA_RSS
method shows the worst processing performance in four 
algorithms due to its lots of creating operations of virtual
edges in its RSS.

From Fig. 5, we can also observe that four algorithms 
show litter difference in event throughput when the scales 
of event stream is relatively smaller, while the large 
difference between our proposed scheme and other three 
algorithms will be presented with the growing of event 
stream scale. 

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient complex event detection
scheme based on NFA_HTS is presented for massive RFID 
event stream. In our scheme, after using NFA to capture 
the related primitive event from RFID event stream, we 
use hash table structure to store and process the large 
intermediate matched results, which can effectively improve
the detection efficiency by taking advantage of quick 
classification and storage technologies of hash table 
structure to reduce lots of search, storage and computation
operations. The simulation results show that our proposed 
NFA_HTS scheme in this paper outperforms some general 
methods in reducing detection time, lowering memory 
consumption and improving event throughput as a whole 
through various experiments.

The limitation of the work is that the proposed method 
in this paper is mainly applied to ordered RFID event
streams. It is difficult to directly apply to disordered 
RFID event streams and uncertain RFID event streams. 
So we plan to continue our work for future research in 
the following directions. Firstly, we will extend our
proposed method to suit event matching for out-of-order
RFID event stream. Secondly, it will be very useful to 
develop our proposed scheme for event detection in
uncertain RFID event stream. Finally, for deployment in 
RFID-based applications, we will also enhance our 
proposed method with support for simultaneous queries, 
distributed event processing, and so on.
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